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ABSTRACT 

Parallel fission-track-surface intersections identify the grains in an etched apatite mount that have 1 

been polished parallel to their prism faces, and mark the orientations of their c-axes. Their lengths 2 

in prism faces (Dpar) are a practical kinetic parameter that is indicative of the track annealing rate 3 

of the apatite. Little is known however about their geometrical properties in non-prism faces. We 4 

present a model calculation of the frequency distributions of the orientations, lengths, and widths 5 

of track-surface intersections in non-prism faces. The current model does not include the effects of 6 

surface etching or measurement imprecision. However, as far as it goes, it is consistent with meas-7 

urements in apatite surfaces up to 30° to the c-axis. Regardless of the model, we submit that the 8 

statistical properties of the fission-track-surface intersections have practical uses. The distribution 9 

of their orientations is characteristic of the orientation of the etched surface relative to the c-axis. 10 

The distribution of their lengths presents a possible tool for investigating track etching, in particu-11 

lar for evaluating the fractions of tracks added and lost through surface etching. The distribution 12 

of their widths is a potential kinetic parameter independent of surface orientation and less suscep-13 

tible to the factors, such as the sampling method and surface etch rate, that produce conflicting 14 

Dpar-values. 15 
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INTRODUCTION 

Fission-track dating is based on counting the damage trails (fission tracks) produced by nuclear 17 

fission of uranium isotopes. Fission tracks in apatite have a length of ~20 µm (Jonckheere, 2003) 18 

and a maximum diameter of ~10 nm (Paul and Fitzgerald, 1992; Li et al., 2011; 2012; 2014). The 19 

mineral grains are mounted, polished, and etched. Etching widens the tracks to ~1 µm for 20 

observation and counting with an optical microscope. So, we do not count the tracks as such but the 21 

etched channels that develop along the track axes from their surface intersections. The model of 22 

fission track etching changed little in five decades (Price and Walker, 1962; Price and Fleischer, 23 

1971; Tagami and O'Sullivan, 2005; Hurford, 2019). It describes track development as the result of 24 

two etch rates. The track etch rate vT along the track axis is the rate at which the damaged material 25 

in the track core is removed; the bulk etch rate vB is the rate at which the surrounding undamaged 26 

material is etched in all other directions. This etch model implies that the etching efficiency ηE is a 27 

function of vB and vT; in its simplest form: 28 

 𝜂𝐸 = 1 − (
𝑣𝐵

𝑣𝑇
)

2
 (1) 29 

For minerals, with anisotropic vB, equation (1) is considered to hold for the value of vB perpendicular 30 

to the etched surface (surface etch rate vS). Often, ηE is taken to also be the fraction of tracks counted 31 

(counting efficiency ηC; Hasebe et al., 2004; Tagami and O'Sullivan, 2005). Although other studies are 32 

less explicit about the relationship between the counting and etching efficiencies, equation (1) is the 33 

basis for the common practice of counting the fission tracks in low-vB (high ηE) surfaces, such as the 34 

prism faces of apatite and zircon, characterized by sharp polishing scratches (Gleadow, 1978; 1981). 35 

The cleavage planes of muscovite are also considered to have near unit counting efficiencies. In 36 

contrast, there is theoretical and experimental evidence that the track counting efficiencies of these 37 
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surfaces are much lower (Jonckheere and Van den haute, 1998; 1999; 2002; Jonckheere, 2003; 38 

Enkelmann et al., 2005). This is thought to be due to an observation threshold, which prevents the 39 

observation or the confident identification of the shallowest etched tracks with an optical 40 

microscope. It is thus less than certain that apatite prism surfaces are ideal and other surfaces 41 

unsuited for counting tracks. In addition, the focus on prism faces limits the number of grains 42 

suitable for fission-track dating. This is most disadvantageous for sediment samples containing 43 

grains which seldom present their prism faces to the observer. This is the more serious because 44 

distinguishing the age components in a sediment sample for provenance studies requires dating a 45 

large number of grains (⩾117; Vermeesch, 2004). 46 

It is therefore useful to investigate the properties of non-prism faces. Here, we examine how we can 47 

determine the orientations of non-prism faces relative to the mineral’s c-axis. The outline of a grain 48 

section and the orientation of inclusions provide useful indications, but are not always available or 49 

reliable. The grains are often rounded in transport, broken during mineral separation, free of 50 

inclusions, or contain inclusions with no preferential orientations. The etched-track-surface 51 

intersections provide a more dependable criterion. The track openings in a prism face are a constant 52 

length and oriented parallel to each other and to the c-axis. Little is known about the track-surface 53 

intersections in other faces, other than that they are unlike those in prism faces. Like the shapes of 54 

the track channels, those of the track openings are determined by the etch rates of the crystal planes 55 

(radial shift rates vR; Jonckheere et al., 2019). This implies that certain regularities of shape and size 56 

of the track openings must exist in all apatite faces. In the following, we attempt to relate the 57 

distributions of the orientations, lengths and widths of the track openings in apatite to the angle of 58 

the etched surface relative to the c-axis.  We propose a geometrical model, describe experiments 59 

carried out to test the model, and discuss the accord between model and data, before considering 60 

some practical applications. 61 
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MODEL ASSUMPTIONS 

We characterize a fission track intersecting a prism face by three parameters (z, ϕ, θ); z is the depth 62 

of its lower endpoint below the surface, ϕ its angle to the c-axis, and θ the angle between the surface 63 

and its projection on a basal plane (Figure 1a). The shape of the track opening is an elongated 64 

hexagon with length b parallel and width c perpendicular to the c-axis; b thus corresponds to the 65 

kinetic parameter Dpar and c to Dper (Donelick et al., 1999, 2005; Ketcham, 2003). The principal 66 

variables used in the following calculations are summarized in Table 1. Images show that b (Dpar) is 67 

to a first approximation independent of either ϕ or θ, and that c (Dper) is independent of ϕ, but 68 

increases with decreasing θ (Figure 1b). These two core assumptions are based on observations, but 69 

not unconnected to earlier results. The assumption that Dpar is independent of track orientation (ϕ, 70 

θ), or for that matter of the specific prism face in which the tracks are etched, is implicit in its use as 71 

a kinetic parameter dependent on the apatite composition but not on other factors (Donelick et al., 72 

1999; 2005). It is also consistent with a recent etch model, in particular with the fact that prism 73 

faces contain periodic bond chains parallel to the c-axis, but not in other orientations (Jonckheere et 74 

al., 2019). The contrasting assumption that Dper depends on θ (although not on ϕ) is also consistent 75 

with this etch model. This follows from the fact that the intrinsic width a of an etched track channel 76 

is controlled by the radial etch rate vR of the pair of prism planes flanking the track axis. The etch 77 

model thus implies that the true (minimum) channel width, a, is constant and its apparent width at 78 

the surface, Dper, is therefore a function of the angle θ. As for Dpar, the second assumption implies 79 

that all apatite prism faces have the same etch rate although they are known not to be identical in all 80 

respects (Honess, 1927). It is nevertheless reasonable to assume for now that there exists little 81 

variation in their radial etch rates vR, because the observed channel widths of tracks etched in an 82 

apatite basal surface shows no obvious dependence on the azimuth orientations of the tracks. 83 

Regardless of this theoretical support, it is more important that our core assumptions are verifiable 84 

by observation (Figure 1b). 85 
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THE θ-DISTRIBUTION 

We consider tracks intersecting an internal apatite prism face. If N is the number of tracks per unit 86 

volume then, for a homogeneous and isotropic track distribution, the number of tracks per unit 87 

surface area that have their lower endpoints in the interval dz at depth z is N dz. We collect them in a 88 

point on the Z-axis, perpendicular to the surface (Figure 2a and b). Assuming a constant track length 89 

l, the upper track endpoints are then distributed over a hemisphere with radius l (porcupine 90 

geometry; Dakowski, 1978). The fraction of the (N dz)  tracks in the angular interval (dθ, dϕ) is 91 

proportional to the area dS = (l dθ) (l sin ϕ dϕ) (Figure 2c), so that the number of tracks in the 92 

interval (dz, dθ, dϕ) is: 93 

 𝑁𝑇(𝑧, 𝜃, 𝜙) 𝑑𝑧 𝑑𝜃 𝑑𝜙 =  𝑁 𝑙2𝑑𝑧 𝑑𝜃 sin 𝜙 𝑑𝜙 (2) 94 

The tracks for which ϕ1 ⩽ ϕ ⩽ π - ϕ1 intersect the surface (Figure 2a). Integrating (2) between these 95 

limits gives:  96 

 𝑁𝑇(𝑧, 𝜃) 𝑑𝑧 𝑑𝜃 =  2 𝑁 𝑙2  𝑑𝜃 cos 𝜙1 𝑑𝑧 (3) 97 

From t = l sin ϕ1 (Figure 2a) and z = t sin θ (Figure 2b), it follows that sin ϕ1 = z / (l sin θ), and 98 

therefore:  99 

 𝑁𝑇(𝑧, 𝜃) 𝑑𝑧 𝑑𝜃 =  2 𝑁 𝑙2𝑑𝜃 [1 −  (𝑧 𝑙 sin 𝜃⁄ )2]1/2 𝑑𝑧 (4) 100 

Integrating (4) over z for z1 = 0 ⩽ z ⩽ z2 = l sin θ (substituting x = z / l sin θ, so that dz = l sin θ dx, 101 

x1(z1) = 0, and x2(z2) = 1) gives: 102 

 𝑁𝑇(𝜃) 𝑑𝜃 =  
𝜋

2
 𝑁 𝑙3 sin 𝜃 𝑑𝜃 (5) 103 

Normalizing to the number of tracks intersecting a unit surface (½ N l), and setting a scaling factor 104 

A = π l2, gives: 105 
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 𝑁𝑇(𝜃) 𝑑𝜃 =  𝐴 sin 𝜃 𝑑𝜃 (6) 106 

This defines the frequency distribution of the only parameter (θ) that affects the track openings in a 107 

prism face. 108 

Etching exhumes tracks below the polished surface, that begin to etch later than surface tracks and 109 

have smaller track openings. Exhumed tracks have a different θ-distribution, NE(θ) dθ, which is 110 

calculated as above. Ignoring the small fraction of tracks completely contained in the eliminated 111 

layer d we obtain (Figure 2d): 112 

 𝑁𝐸(𝜃) 𝑑𝜃 =  𝜋 𝑑 𝑁 𝑙2  𝑑𝜃 = 𝐵 𝑑𝜃 (7) 113 

GEOMETRICAL RELATIONSHIPS 

The proposed model implies certain geometrical relationships between the shape and dimensions 114 

(b = Dpar; c = Dper) of the track-surface intersections in a prism face and the corresponding 115 

dimensions (g, h) and orientation (β) of the track-surface intersections in a face at an angle α to the 116 

c-axis (Figure 3a, b). We observe that: 117 

 tan 𝛼 =  𝑒 𝑏⁄  (8; Figure 3c) 118 

 cos 𝛼 =  𝑏 𝑑⁄  (9; Figure 3c) 119 

 tan 𝜃 =  𝑒 𝑓⁄  (10; Figure 3d) 120 

 sin 𝜃 =  𝑎 𝑐⁄  (11; Figure 3d) 121 

 tan 𝛽 =  𝑓 𝑑⁄  (12; Figure 3e) 122 

 cos 𝛽 =  𝑑 𝑔⁄  (13; Figure 3e) 123 

 cos 𝛽 =  ℎ 𝑐⁄  (14; Figure 3e) 124 
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From which it follows that: 125 

 𝛽 =  arctan (
sin 𝛼

tan 𝜃
) (15) 126 

 𝑔 𝑏⁄  =  √
𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠2 𝜃 

𝑐𝑜𝑠2 𝛼 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃
  (16) 127 

 h a⁄  =  √
1

sin2 𝜃 + sin2 𝛼 cos2 𝜃 
 (17) 128 

Figure 4 plots β = f(θ) (4a), (g/b) = f(θ) (4b), and (h/a) = f(θ) (4c) for α = 1, 5, 10, 20, and 30°. 129 

Equation (15) predicts that β increases with increasing α and decreasing θ. This implies that also the 130 

range of orientations of the surface intersections of a track population broadens as the surface is 131 

inclined at a larger angle α to the c-axis. Figure 5 illustrates this in a qualitative manner. Figure 5 132 

also confirms that the range of lengths g increases with increasing α, whereas the widths h are little 133 

affected by α, although this is less obvious from equations (16) and (17). Figure 6 illustrates the 134 

effect of the dip angle θ. It depicts the same tracks in an apatite surface at 10° to the c-axis in 135 

reflected (6a) and transmitted (6b) light. The c-axis runs from left to right and the intersections of 136 

tracks dipping to the east or west are aligned with it. However, those of tracks dipping to the south 137 

are rotated clockwise, whereas those of tracks dipping to the north are rotated anti-clockwise, 138 

consistent with Figure 4a. One can also see that the rotation angle β is greater for shallower dipping 139 

tracks (θ; equation 15).  140 

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 

We use (15)-(17) to derive the distributions of β, (g/b), and (h/a) from the θ-distribution (equation 141 

(6)). We have that: 142 
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 𝑁𝑇(𝛽) 𝑑𝛽 = 𝑁𝑇(𝜃)𝑑𝜃 |
𝑑𝜃

𝑑𝛽
|  𝑑𝛽 (18) 143 

This gives (Appendix A1): 144 

 𝑁𝑇(𝛽) 𝑑𝛽 =
𝐴 sin2 𝛼 cos 𝛽

[sin2 𝛽+ sin2 𝛼 cos2 𝛽]3/2  𝑑𝛽 (19) 145 

Likewise, for (g/b): 146 

 𝑁𝑇(𝑔/𝑏) 𝑑(𝑔 𝑏⁄ ) = 𝑁𝑇(𝜃)𝑑𝜃 |
𝑑𝜃

𝑑(𝑔 𝑏⁄ )
|  𝑑(𝑔 𝑏⁄ ) (20) 147 

Which gives (Appendix A2): 148 

 𝑁𝑇(𝑔/𝑏) 𝑑(𝑔 𝑏⁄ ) =
𝐴 (𝑔 𝑏⁄ ) tan2 𝛼

[((𝑔 𝑏⁄ )2 − 1)− tan2 𝛼]1 2 ⁄ [(𝑔 𝑏⁄ )2 − 1]3 2⁄  𝑑(𝑔 𝑏⁄ ) (21) 149 

And finally for (h/a): 150 

 𝑁𝑇(ℎ/𝑎) 𝑑(ℎ 𝑎⁄ ) = 𝑁𝑇(𝜃)𝑑𝜃 |
𝑑𝜃

𝑑(ℎ 𝑎⁄ )
|  𝑑(ℎ 𝑎⁄ ) (22) 151 

Which gives (Appendix A3): 152 

 𝑁𝑇(ℎ/𝑎) 𝑑(ℎ 𝑎⁄ ) =  
𝐴 cos 𝛼⁄  

(ℎ 𝑎⁄ )2 [(ℎ 𝑎⁄ )2 − 1]1 2 ⁄   𝑑(ℎ 𝑎⁄ ) (23) 153 

Figure 7 plots the distributions of the orientations of the major axes of the track openings relative to 154 

the c-axis (NT(β) dβ;  7a), of the major axes lengths (NT(g/b) d(g/b); 7b), and the minor axes lengths 155 

of the track openings (NT(h/a) d(h/a);  7c) in apatite surfaces at α = 1, 5, 10, 20 and 30° to a prism 156 

face. 157 

A similar calculation gives the distributions of β, (g/b), and (h/a) for tracks exhumed in the course of 158 

etching (Appendix A4): 159 
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  𝑁𝐸(𝛽) 𝑑𝛽 =
𝐵 sin 𝛼

sin2 𝛽+ sin2 𝛼 cos2 𝛽
 𝑑𝛽 (24) 160 

 𝑁𝐸(𝑔 𝑏⁄ ) 𝑑(𝑔 𝑏⁄ ) =
𝐵 (𝑔 𝑏⁄ ) tan 𝛼

[((𝑔 𝑏⁄ )2 − 1) − tan2 𝛼 ]1/2 [(𝑔 𝑏⁄ )2 − 1 ]
 𝑑(𝑔 𝑏⁄ ) (25) 161 

 𝑁𝐸(𝑎 ℎ⁄ ) 𝑑(𝑎 ℎ⁄ ) =
𝐵 / (ℎ 𝑎⁄ ) cos2 𝛼

[(ℎ 𝑎⁄ )2 − 1]1 2 ⁄ [(1 − (ℎ 𝑎⁄ )2  sin2 𝛼)]1 2 ⁄  𝑑(𝑎 ℎ⁄ ) (26) 162 

Figure 8 plots the distributions, NE(β) dβ, of β, NE(g/b) d(g/b), of (g/b), and, NE(h/a) d(h/a), of (h/a) 163 

for α = 1, 5, 10, 20 and 30°. 164 

EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE 

We cut sections at 0, 10, 20, and 30° to the c-axis of an unannealed Durango apatite containing fossil 165 

tracks. Each section was mounted and polished with 6, 3, and 1 µm diamond suspensions. A final 166 

nano-polish with 0.04 µm silica suspension ensured that the surfaces showed no or a few faint 167 

polishing scratches, even after etching. Progress was checked after each step with a microscope with 168 

Nomarski differential interference contrast. After ultrasonic cleaning and drying in a curing cabinet 169 

at 35 °C, the samples were etched for 20 s in 5.5 M HNO3 at 21 °C (Carlson et al., 1999) to reveal the 170 

tracks.  171 

Figure 5 shows the track openings in sections at 0, 10, 20, and 30° to the c-axis. Those in the prism 172 

surface are a fixed length and aligned parallel to c (Figure 5a). Those in the surface at 10° to c have 173 

somewhat variable lengths and a limited range of and orientations about the c-axis azimuth (Figure 174 

5b). The surfaces at 20° (Figure 5c) and 30° (Figure 5d) are characterized by an increasing range of 175 

sizes and orientations. There is still a clear preferential orientation but it becomes more difficult to 176 

infer the c-axis orientation. The track openings in these surfaces can still be described as slit-like but 177 

this is not the case for all orientations. Those in pyramidal and basal faces, for instance, do not have 178 
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elongated shapes to which an unambiguous length, width and orientation can be assigned 179 

(Jonckheere and Van den haute, 1996). This implies that there is a limit to a model, which aims to 180 

establish geometrical relationships between the track openings in a prism surface and surfaces at 181 

given angles to it, in which the influence of the etching properties of other low-index prism planes 182 

and of the basal plane can be ignored (Jonckheere et al., 2019). It is thus an approximate two-dimen-183 

sional solution to a three-dimensional problem, and an angle α of 30° is close to, even at the limit, of 184 

its applicable range. 185 

The etched sections were inspected with a Zeiss AxioImager Z2m microscope at a magnification of 186 

1250⨯ (50⨯ objective, 10⨯ oculars, 2.5⨯ post-magnification). Between 50 and 100 reflected-light 187 

images were taken of each section with a Zeiss ICc3 digital camera connected to a computer run-188 

ning Autoscan TrackWorks. The images were analysed with the Fiji (ImageJ) software (National 189 

Institutes of Health and Laboratory for Optical and Computational Instrumentation; University of 190 

Wisconsin; USA). Each image was converted to 8-bit and thresholded to separate the dark track 191 

openings from the light background. The thresholded images were binarized and features with an 192 

area of >25 pixels extracted, in order to avoid point-like objects being identified as tracks. A total 193 

of 8416 items were identified in the four samples. This dataset contains a small fraction of arte-194 

facts, due to track overlap, very short and wide tracks being assigned an incorrect orientation, and, 195 

rarely, due to a small foreign object, e.g. a speck of dust. This hands-off approach eliminates the 196 

need for complicated processing and avoids the possible associated biases. Mismeasured features 197 

constitute a negligible fraction of the data, and can be identified in the data plots. The Fiji software 198 

offers detailed feature statistics, of which we used the maximum and minimum Feret diameters1 199 

for the lengths and widths of the track openings, and the orientation of the major axis of a fitted 200 

                                                            

1 The maximum and minimum Feret are the longest and shortest straight lines between two points along the edge of a 
thresholded feature. 
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ellipse for that of the long axis of the track openings. The latter choice was necessitated by the fact 201 

that the orientation of the maximum Feret diameter is unreliable in certain directions (0° and 90° 202 

in the image), likely due to the manner in which it is calculated. Apart from that, the maximum and 203 

minimum Feret diameters correlate closely with the lengths of the major and minor ellipse axes. 204 

There is no self-evident method for obtaining reliable numerical estimates of the accuracy and 205 

precision of our measurements. The lengths and widths of track-surface intersections observed in 206 

high-magnification microscope images are difficult to define other than as their measured values. 207 

Our work is also less concerned with their absolute dimensions than their variation with angle to 208 

the c-axis (eq. 21 and 23). The images contain too few tracks for reproducibility estimates (Figure 209 

5). The results show that the fraction of misoriented features is next to negligible and the error is 210 

in general ≪5°. 211 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 9 plots the frequencies of the measured orientations (β-distribution), lengths (g-distribution) 212 

and widths (h-distribution) of the track openings. A numerical comparison with the theoretical dis-213 

tributions is not possible because the equations do not include the effects of measurement error or 214 

loss or gain of tracks due to surface etching, both of which are unknown at this stage. For scaling the 215 

model to the length and width data, we assumed that Dpar = 1.81 µm and Dper = 0.63 µm. These are 216 

by far the values with the highest frequencies in the dataset for the prism section (α = 0°). The Dpar-217 

value agrees with that reported for Durango apatite in several studies using the same etching 218 

conditions (1.91(14) µm: Carlson et al., 1999; 1.83(13) µm: Donelick et al., 1999; all Dpar: 1.82(3) 219 

µm, typical Dpar: 2.05(2) µm: Sobel and Seward, 2010; 1.5-2.1 µm: Ketcham et al., 2015); our Dper 220 

estimate, in contrast, is somewhat high compared to that (0.43(13) µm) reported for Durango 221 

apatite by Donelick et al. (1999).  222 
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In broad terms, and within its known limitations, our model appears to be in general agreement 223 

with the data. The β-distribution is narrow for the prism face (all track openings parallel to the c-224 

axis) and broadens more or less as predicted with increasing angle α to c (Figure 7a). The β-distribu-225 

tion for α = 30° appears tighter than expected. This could be an indication that the model reaches a 226 

limit, due to the interference from adjoining low-index prism faces. The g-distribution is in agree-227 

ment with the model insofar as that it is narrow for the prism face and its right flank broadens and 228 

shifts to higher g-values with increasing angle to the c-axis (Figure 7b). The g-distributions are 229 

however broader than predicted and left-skewed. The broadening is understood as a result of data 230 

scatter, due to variations in the conditions for capturing the images and thresholding. The skewness 231 

is in part due to the addition of tracks as a result of surface etching at a rate vS. This is consistent 232 

with the fact that the left tail of the g-distribution grows with increasing angle α to the c-axis because 233 

vS increases with increasing α (Jonckheere et al., 2019). The left tails of the g-distributions are on the 234 

other hand not flat, as one would expect for surface etching at constant vS. The increasing g-frequen-235 

cies up to 1.81 µm could be due to the fact that vS decreases during etching due to decreasing 236 

polishing damage with increasing depth below the initial surface. The rate of track addition and loss 237 

during etching is important for fission-track dating, and experiments combining measurements of 238 

the track openings with step etching would be useful. It should however not be assumed that 239 

exhumation of tracks is the sole possible cause of undersized track openings. Figure 1b (track 4) 240 

shows an undersized etch pit in a prism face; the absence of a long track channel distinguishes it 241 

from an exhumed track. This particular etch pit appears to be the remnant of a shallow track 242 

gradually being eliminated by surface etching (Jonckheere and Van den haute, 1996; Stübner et al., 243 

2008). It is also not excluded that short (low-vT) terminal track sections (Jonckheere et al., 2017; 244 

Tamer et al., 2019) could produce shallow undersized etch pits where they intersect the surface, but 245 

this is at present conjecture. 246 
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The h-distributions are consistent with our model insofar as that they are right-skewed with a 247 

maximum around 0.63 µm and almost independent of the orientation α of the etched surface (Figure 248 

7c). The h-values below the maximum at 0.63 µm are again thought to result from data noise and 249 

surface etching. 250 

Figure 10 plots the β- (β-spectrum), g- (g-spectrum), and h-values (h-spectrum) against their rank. 251 

Although the spectra show the same data as the distributions in Figure 9, they present a practical 252 

means of characterizing an apatite surface, independent of a geometrical etch model. The β-spectra 253 

are S-shaped for all surface orientations. The midsection for the prism face is flat, indicating that the 254 

track openings are parallel. Deviations to either side are due to small or overlapping track openings, 255 

whose orientations were not determined accurately, and to a few non-track features. The β-spectra 256 

become steeper with increasing angle to the c-axis. Thus a β-spectrum permits to infer the azimuth 257 

and the dip of the c-axis. The central estimate defines its azimuth and the dispersion reflects its dip. 258 

It is at this stage uncertain if the c-axis orientations can be determined with enough accuracy and 259 

precision for practical studies, or how many measurements are needed to establish a β-spectrum. 260 

On the other hand, track openings can be measured automatically with current fission-track 261 

software, perhaps requiring a minor extension to collect the relevant statistics (Gleadow, 2009; 262 

Gleadow et al., 2019). 263 

The g-spectra are also S-shaped but difficult to interpret. Their midsections (second and third 264 

quartiles) are quite straight and steeper at greater angles to the c-axis. Our model predicts that g 265 

increases with α but never decreases below Dpar (Figure 7b). However, the g-spectra contain a large 266 

fraction of tracks shorter than the reference value (Dpar = 1.81 µm). Considering that the data are 267 

cut off at g ≈ 0.5 µm, close to a fifth of the tracks in the prism face are below the reference. The 268 

fractions of both the oversized and undersized tracks increase with angle to the c-axis. Increases in 269 

the size of the track openings are accounted for by our model, at least in qualitative terms. At this 270 
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stage, most of the undersized tracks must be attributed to the gradual exhumation of tracks due to 271 

surface etching, which is not included in our model. The increasing fraction of undersized track 272 

openings is consistent with the assumption of a higher surface etch rate vS at larger angles to the c-273 

axis (Jonckheere et al., 2019). The large excess of undersized track openings suggests that it is 274 

possible that unidentified factors must be considered to explain it in quantitative detail. Our current 275 

results nevertheless suggest that the g-spectra provide useful tools for investigating the etching 276 

characteristics of different apatite surfaces, with a potential for determining surface etch rates and 277 

the rates of addition and loss of tracks. The g-spectrum of the prism face suggests that the different 278 

Dpar-values reported in an inter-laboratory experiment (Ketcham et al., 2015) may be related to the 279 

sampling method (random vs. representative; Sobel and Seward, 2010), but also to surface etching 280 

dependent on the polishing procedures. 281 

The h-spectra are also S-shaped, and, considering the scale, quite flat. They are little affected by 282 

surface etching or by the orientation α of the etched surface relative to the apatite c-axis. Therefore, 283 

h-spectra could prove to be a useful kinetic parameters (Donelick et al., 1999; Ketcham et al., 1999), 284 

in particular when considering track counts or length measurements in apatite surfaces other than 285 

the prism faces.  286 

IMPLICATIONS 

Our measurements provide experimental data related to the lengths, widths, and orientations of the 287 

fission-track-surface intersections in different apatite surfaces. The results are in reasonable 288 

agreement with the proposed model. We submit that this model provides a basis for understanding 289 

fission-track etching in apatite although it needs to be extended to include the effects of surface 290 

etching in a quantitative manner, as well as the effects of measurement uncertainties. A further aim 291 

is to formulate a full 3D model. 292 
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We propose that measurements of fission-track-surface intersections have possible practical uses. 293 

The distribution of their orientations is characteristic of orientation of the etched surface relative to 294 

the c-axis. The distribution of their lengths constitutes a new tool for investigating track etching in 295 

apatite, in particular for evaluating the fractions of tracks added and lost by surface etching. The 296 

distribution of their widths is a possible kinetic parameter independent of surface orientation, and 297 

less sensitive to the factors, such as sampling method and surface etch rate, that produce 298 

inconsistent Dpar-values. 299 

A further perspective is based on evidence that internal apatite prism faces do not have unit track 300 

counting efficiencies (Jonckheere and Van den haute, 2002; Jonckheere, 2003; Jonckheere et al., 301 

2015). The present results suggest that prism surfaces also do not have negligible, or constant, etch 302 

rates. It is therefore interesting to consider if other surface orientations can be used for fission-track 303 

dating and confined-track length measurements. Their usefulness would depend on whether their 304 

orientations to the c-axis and track counting efficiencies can be determined with fission-track equip-305 

ment. We anticipate that a more detailed investigation of the track-surface intersections can provide 306 

these estimates. Even at the cost of some loss of precision, this might still be a valuable development 307 

for dating sediment samples, in which the grains are seldom polished parallel to their prism faces, 308 

and a large number must be dated for distinguishing age components (Vermeesch, 2004; 2019; 309 

Galbraith, 2005). 310 
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Table 1. Most important variables 

Variable Meaning Figure 

l Etchable track length. 2a-2d 

z Depth of the lower endpoint of an etched surface track below the apatite 

surface. 

1a; 2b 

ϕ Angle between the track axis and the apatite c-axis. 1a; 2c 

θ Angle between the projection of a track on a basal plane and the apatite 

surface. 

2b; 2d 

a Width of the track channel, i.e., the minimum distance between the flanking 

prism planes. 

3c 

b Long axis (maximum Feret) of a track intersection with an etched prism 

surface (Dpar). 

3c 

c Short axis (minimum Feret) of a track intersection with an etched prism 

surface (Dper). 

3d 

d, e, f Projected dimensions of the track openings permitting to relate (g, h) to (b, 

a). 

3c-3e 

α Angle between an etched apatite surface and the c-axis. 3b; 3c 

β Angle between the long axis of a track opening and the orthogonal 

projection of the c-axis on the etched surface (β = 0 for α = 0). 

3b; 3e 

g Long axis (maximum Feret) of the intersection of a track with an etched 

surface at an angle α to the c-axis (g = Dpar for α = 0). 

3e 

h The short axis (minimum Feret) of the intersection of a track with an etched 

surface at an angle α to the c-axis (h = Dper for α = 0). 

3e 

NT(θ) d 

 NE(θ) dθ 

Frequency distributions of the angle θ of surface tracks (subscript T) and 

exhumed tracks (subscript E). 

- 

NT(β) dβ 

NE(β) dβ 

Frequency distributions of the orientations of the openings of surface tracks 

(subscript T) and exhumed tracks (subscript E) in prism and non-prism 

faces.  

7a; 8a 

NT(g/b) d(g/b) 

NE(g/b) d(g/b) 

Frequency distributions of the lengths of the openings of surface tracks (T) 

and exhumed tracks (E) in prism and non-prism faces, normalized to those 

in a prism face (b = Dpar). 

7b; 8b 

NT(h/a) d(h/a) 

NE(h/a) d(h/a) 

Frequency distributions of the widths of the openings of surface tracks (T) 

and exhumed tracks (E) in prism and non-prism faces, normalized to that of 

the track channel (a). 

7c; 8c 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1. (a) A track intersecting a prism face is characterized by the depth z of its lower endpoint 400 

below the surface, its angle ϕ to the c-axis, and the angle θ between the prism surface and its 401 

projection on a basal plane. (b) Basis of the model; reflected- and transmitted-light image of fission 402 

tracks intersecting a prism face of Durango apatite, showing the alignment of the track openings 403 

parallel to the c-axis and the effects of their depth z and orientation (ϕ, θ). Etching conditions: 20 s in 404 

5.5 M HNO3 at 21 °C; (1) the slight increase of Dpar of tracks with a very small ϕ is neglected at this 405 

stage; (2) increasing width of the track-surface intersection with decreasing θ; (3) rare overlapping 406 

track-surface intersections giving rise to erroneous measurements; (4) shallow track with 407 

undersized Dpar. 408 

Figure 2. Porcupine arrangement in which the endpoints of tracks terminating within the layer dz at 409 

depth z below the surface are shifted parallel to the surface to a point on the Z-axis, perpendicular to 410 

the surface. This affects none of their properties (z, ϕ, θ) other than their positions. Their upper end-411 

points are then distributed over the surface of a hemisphere with radius equal to the track length l 412 

(outer circle); the sector above the apatite surface is shaded grey. (a) View perpendicular to a prism 413 

face, highlighting the wedge dθ (AB; green) of surface-intersecting tracks. Their projection on a basal 414 

plane encloses an angle θ with the surface and their minimum angle to the c-axis is ϕ1. (b) View 415 

along the c-axis, showing the interval dz (dashed) at depth z containing the track terminations, and, 416 

highlighted in green, the tracks at an angle θ to the surface that also intersect it; t allows to relate ϕ1 417 

in (a) to θ in (b). (c) Calculation of the number of tracks in the angular interval (dθ, dϕ). (d) Inverted 418 

porcupine for calculating the θ-distribution of tracks exhumed during etching; view along the c-axis, 419 

similar to (b); the endpoints of tracks terminating within the layer d removed by etching are drawn 420 
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together at the Z-axis; their other endpoints are then distributed over the surface of an inverted 421 

hemisphere. 422 

Figure 3. Relationship between the orientation (β), length (g), and width (h) of track intersections 423 

with a surface at an angle α to the c-axis, and the orientation, length (b), and width (a) of the 424 

intersection of a perpendicular track (θ= 90°) with the prism face. (a) Schematic crystal showing the 425 

c-axis, basal plane, prism plane and the plane at an angle α to the c-axis. (b) Sample cut at an angle α 426 

to the c-axis showing track openings parallel to and at an angle β to the projection of the c-axis onto 427 

the observation plane; the labelled symbols indicate the directions in which the tracks and their 428 

openings are viewed in panels (c), (d) and (e). (c) View of the tracks perpendicular to the c-axis; (d) 429 

view along the c-axis, indicating the angle θ. (e) View perpendicular to the cut surface, which is at an 430 

angle α to the c-axis. The right-angled triangles highlighted in green are the basis for deriving 431 

equations (8)-(14). 432 

Figure 4. Calculated relationships between (a) the orientations β, (b) the lengths (g/b), and (c) the 433 

widths (h/a) of the track openings and the angle θ of tracks etched in surfaces at 1, 5, 10, 20, and 30° 434 

to the c-axis. 435 

Figure 5. Enhanced-contrast reflected-light microscope images of the track openings in etched 436 

apatite surfaces at 0°, 10°, 20°, and 30° to the c-axis (etching conditions: 20s in 5.5.M HNO3 at 21°C). 437 

The images illustrate the increasing ranges of their sizes and orientations with increasing angle to 438 

the c-axis. 439 

Figure 6. Enhanced-contrast reflected-light (a) and transmitted-light (b) microscope images of the 440 

same fission tracks in an etched apatite surface at 10° to the c-axis (etching conditions: 20s in 5.5.M 441 

HNO3 at 21°C). The images illustrate that the sense and degree of rotation of the track-surface 442 
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intersections is correlated with the direction and steepness of the dip of the corresponding track 443 

channels.  444 

Figure 7. Calculated frequency distributions of (a) the orientations β, (b) the lengths (g/b), and (c) 445 

the widths (h/a) of the intersections of surface tracks with apatite surfaces at 1, 5, 10, 20, and 30° to 446 

the c-axis. 447 

Figure 8. Calculated frequency distributions of (a) the orientations β, (b) the lengths (g/b), and (c) 448 

the widths (h/a) of the intersections of exhumed tracks with apatite surfaces at angles of 1, 5, 10, 20, 449 

and 30° to the c-axis. 450 

Figure 9. Measured frequency distributions of the orientations (β), lengths (g), and widths (h) of the 451 

intersections of all etched fission tracks with apatite surfaces at angles of 1, 5, 10, 20, and 30° to the 452 

c-axis. 453 

Figure 10. Spectra of the orientations (β), lengths (g), and widths (h) of the intersections of all 454 

etched tracks with apatite  surfaces at 0, 10, 20, and 30° to the c-axis. The dashed lines are the model 455 

minima. 456 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A1. The β-distribution, NT(β) dβ 457 

We derive the β-distribution, NT(β) dβ, from the θ-distribution, NT(θ) dθ (equation (6)) using the 458 

Jacobian |dθ/dβ|, as follows: 459 

 𝑁𝑇(𝛽) 𝑑𝛽 = 𝑁𝑇(𝜃)𝑑𝜃 |
𝑑𝜃

𝑑𝛽
|  𝑑𝛽 (A1) 460 

 𝑁𝑇(𝛽) 𝑑𝛽 = 𝐴 sin 𝜃  |
𝑑𝜃

𝑑𝛽
|  𝑑𝛽 (A2) 461 

It follows from equations (6)-(8) and (10) that: 462 

 tan 𝜃 =  sin 𝛼 cot 𝛽 (A3) 463 

Or: 𝜃 = arctan(sin 𝛼 cot 𝛽) (A4) 464 

Differentiating (A4) with respect to β gives: 465 

 |
𝑑𝜃

𝑑𝛽
| =  

sin 𝛼

sin2 𝛽+ sin2 𝛼 cos2 𝛽
 (A5) 466 

On the other hand, it follows from (A3) that: 467 

 sin 𝜃 =  √
sin2 𝛼 cos2 𝛽

sin2 𝛽+ sin2 𝛼 cos2 𝛽
 (A6) 468 

Substituting (A5) and (A6) in (A2) gives: 469 

 𝑁𝑇(𝛽) 𝑑𝛽 =  
𝐴 sin2 𝛼 cos 𝛽

[sin2 𝛽+ sin2 𝛼 cos2 𝛽]3/2  𝑑𝛽 (A7) 470 

Appendix A2. The (g/b)-distribution, NT(g/b) d(g/b) 471 
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We derive the (g/b)-distribution, NT(g/b) d(g/b), from the θ-distribution, NT(θ) dθ (equation (6)), as 472 

follows: 473 

 𝑁𝑇(𝑔 𝑏⁄ ) 𝑑(𝑔 𝑏⁄ ) = 𝐴 sin 𝜃  |
𝑑𝜃

𝑑(𝑔 𝑏⁄ )
|  𝑑(𝑔 𝑏⁄ ) (A8) 474 

It follows from equation (16) that: 475 

 sin 𝜃 =
tan 𝛼

[(𝑔 𝑏⁄ )2 − 1 ]1/2 (A9) 476 

and: 𝜃 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛 [
tan 𝛼

[(𝑔 𝑏⁄ )2 − 1 ]1/2] (A10) 477 

Differentiating (A10) with respect to (g/b) gives: 478 

 |
𝑑𝜃

𝑑(𝑔 𝑏⁄ )
| =  

(𝑔 𝑏⁄ ) tan 𝛼

[((𝑔 𝑏⁄ )2 − 1) − tan2 𝛼 ]1/2 [(𝑔 𝑏⁄ )2 − 1 ]
 (A11) 479 

Substituting (A9) and (A11) in (A8) gives: 480 

 𝑁𝑇(𝑔/𝑏) 𝑑(𝑔 𝑏⁄ ) =
𝐴 (𝑔 𝑏⁄ ) tan2 𝛼

[((𝑔 𝑏⁄ )2 − 1) − tan2 𝛼]1 2 ⁄ [(𝑔 𝑏⁄ )2 − 1]3 2⁄  𝑑(𝑔 𝑏⁄ ) (A12) 481 

Appendix A3. The (h/a)-distribution, NT(h/a) d(h/a) 482 

The equations are more manageable if we first derive the (a/h)-distribution, NT(a/h) d(a/h), from 483 

the θ-distribution NT(θ) dθ:  484 

 𝑁𝑇(𝑎 ℎ⁄ ) 𝑑(𝑎 ℎ⁄ ) = 𝐴 sin 𝜃  |
𝑑𝜃

𝑑(𝑎 ℎ⁄ )
|  𝑑(𝑎 ℎ⁄ ) (A13) 485 

It follows from equation (17) that: 486 

 sin 𝜃 =
[(𝑎 ℎ⁄ )2 − sin2 𝛼 ]

1/2

cos 𝛼
 (A14) 487 
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and: 𝜃 = arcsin [
[(𝑎 ℎ⁄ )2 − sin2 𝛼 ]

1/2

cos 𝛼
] (A15) 488 

Differentiating (A15) with respect to (a/h) gives: 489 

 |
𝑑𝜃

𝑑(𝑎 ℎ⁄ )
| =  

(𝑎 ℎ⁄ ) / cos 𝛼

[1− (𝑎 ℎ⁄ )2]1 2 ⁄ [((𝑎 ℎ⁄ )2 − sin2 𝛼) cos2 𝛼⁄ ]1 2 ⁄  (A16) 490 

Substituting (A14) and (A16) in (A13) gives: 491 

 𝑁𝑇(𝑎 ℎ⁄ ) 𝑑(𝑎 ℎ⁄ ) =
𝐴 (𝑎 ℎ⁄ ) cos 𝛼⁄

[1− (𝑎 ℎ⁄ )2]1 2⁄   𝑑(𝑎 ℎ⁄ ) (A17) 492 

To obtain NT(h/a) d(h/a), we note that: 493 

 𝑁𝑇(ℎ 𝑎⁄ ) 𝑑(ℎ 𝑎⁄ ) = 𝑁𝑇(𝑎 ℎ⁄ ) |
𝑑(ℎ 𝑎⁄ )

𝑑(𝑎 ℎ⁄ )
|  𝑑(𝑎 ℎ⁄ ) (A18) 494 

with: (ℎ 𝑎⁄ ) =  
1

(𝑎 ℎ⁄ )
 (A19) 495 

and:  |
𝑑(ℎ 𝑎⁄ )

𝑑(𝑎 ℎ⁄ )
| =  

1

(ℎ 𝑎⁄ )2 (A20) 496 

Substituting (A17), (A19) and (A20) in (A18) gives: 497 

 𝑁𝑇(ℎ/𝑎) 𝑑(ℎ 𝑎⁄ ) =  
𝐴 cos 𝛼⁄  

(ℎ 𝑎⁄ )2 [(ℎ 𝑎⁄ )2 − 1]1 2 ⁄   𝑑(ℎ 𝑎⁄ ) (A21) 498 

Appendix A4. Exhumed tracks 499 

For tracks exposed at the surface and etched due to surface etching (exhumed tracks), we have that 500 

(equation (7); main text): 501 

 𝑁𝐸(𝜃) 𝑑𝜃 =  𝐵 𝑑𝜃 (A22) 502 

And: 𝑁𝐸(𝛽) 𝑑𝛽 = 𝑁𝐸(𝜃)𝑑𝜃 |
𝑑𝜃

𝑑𝛽
|  𝑑𝛽 (A23) 503 
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 𝑁𝐸(𝑔 𝑏⁄ ) 𝑑(𝑔 𝑏⁄ ) = 𝑁𝐸(𝜃)𝑑𝜃 |
𝑑𝜃

𝑑(𝑔 𝑏⁄ )
|  𝑑(𝑔 𝑏⁄ ) (A24) 504 

 𝑁𝐸(𝑎 ℎ⁄ ) 𝑑(𝑎 ℎ⁄ ) = 𝑁𝐸(𝜃)𝑑𝜃 |
𝑑𝜃

𝑑(𝑎 ℎ⁄ )
|  𝑑(𝑎 ℎ⁄ ) (A25) 505 

Substituting (A5) and (A22) in (A23) gives: 506 

 𝑁𝐸(𝛽) 𝑑𝛽 =
𝐵 sin 𝛼

sin2 𝛽+ sin2 𝛼 cos2 𝛽
 𝑑𝛽 (A26) 507 

Substituting (A11) and (A22) in (A24) gives: 508 

 𝑁𝐸(𝑔 𝑏⁄ ) 𝑑(𝑔 𝑏⁄ ) =
𝐵 (𝑔 𝑏⁄ ) tan 𝛼

[((𝑔 𝑏⁄ )2 − 1) − tan2 𝛼 ]1/2 [(𝑔 𝑏⁄ )2 − 1 ]
 𝑑(𝑔 𝑏⁄ ) (A27) 509 

Substituting (A16), (A20) and (A22) in (A25) gives: 510 

 𝑁𝐸(𝑎 ℎ⁄ ) 𝑑(𝑎 ℎ⁄ ) =
𝐵 / (ℎ 𝑎⁄ ) cos2 𝛼

[(ℎ 𝑎⁄ )2 − 1]1 2 ⁄ [(1 − (ℎ 𝑎⁄ )2  sin2 𝛼)]1 2 ⁄  𝑑(𝑎 ℎ⁄ ) (A28) 511 
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